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Background: 
 

 Italian Pediatrics Association data→ 800.000 young adolescents 

aged 10 to 17 have already gambled. Scientific evidence 
indicates →prevention efficacy is associated to early 

intervention, increasing protection factors and reducing risk 

behaviours - specific interventions dedicated to children and 

early teens are essential  

 This research aims to investigate children's perception of 

game of chance as a possible predictor of their attitude 

towards gambling, and how erroneous thoughts may trigger 

their behaviour related to hazard.  

 The study hypothesis is that children may feel to improve in 

chance games as much as they do in skill games. This strategy 

may lead to their will to continue gaming while trying to win. 



Primary School  

Methods: 
 The evaluation had a focus on cognitive distortions and emotional reactions 

through a comparison between a game of hazard (dice) and other potential 

activities, such as healthy competition and games of skill. 

 We will explore the connection with specific emotions experienced with a game 

of chance and the probability of getting hooked from this activity compared to 

healthy competitions or games of skill. The investigation was based on an 

experimental model (Savron, 2017) modified and tested by our team with some 

innovative integrations, with the collaboration of Dr. Alexander Tomei, Chuv, 

University of Losanna; we will elaborate this themes through a focus group in 

primary school. 

 1’ Session: Mini Bowling & questionnaire 

 2’ Session: Mini Scrabble & questionnaire 

 3’ Session: Dice game & questionnaire 

 Final comparative questionnaire  

 After eight days: satisfaction questionnaire – discussion & poster production  



 

4 schools: 141 students of 6 classes. 

 

 67 females  

 74 males  

 

 Two group: control & experimental 

 

Average age: 10 years old 

 
AGE 

9 years old

10 years old

11 years old



Questions and results 1 

 Main question :how many kids risks to develope a gambling behaviour? 

 Could the idea of ruling  the fate  be one of the trigger? (≈ gamblers)  

 Results : dice game is quite interesting for them but the appeal come as a result 
from  FRUSTRATION(ANGRY)→the NEED TO REPETE the game  rather than from 
LIKING. 

 Trigger comes from LOOSING more than from WINNING; they feel FRUSTRATED 
and they think they can IMPROVE TRYING AGAIN. 

  FEELING COMPETENT” is present in  DICE game almost as much as in BOWLING 
game (Q1)as if a CHANCE GAME could be similar to a SKILL GAME( high risk 
element) → that you can do BETTER because you can learn from your ERRORS 
(family teaching) if you try and try with PERSEVERANCE ( WILL to repeat the 
game). 

 It comes out clearly in post tests activities and brainstorming; they would like to 
stick to the gaming behaviour thinking that they will win (risk element). 

 The Idea of JUSTICE and INJUSTICE connected to WIN /LOOSE is very STRONG. 

 Repairing INJUSTICE is another trigger in dice gaming≈gamblers compensation 
feeling. 
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Questions and results 2 

 Questionnaire 2. Crosstabs association of items  

 “which is the game you want to repeat?” and  the 3 items  “in wich game did you feel angriest?”,  in 

which game did you feel most competent?”, and  “In which game did you enjoy most?”. 

 Results: 

 17,2% of kids who felt angriest  towards dice game will repeat it, (bowling 26,3% and mini scrabble 

13%.) 

 60% of kids who felt most competent in dices game , will repeat the game (bowling  62%  and mini 

scrabble  30%,8.Caution with conclusion because  dice prevalence data are too very low. 

 75% of kids that found dice game the most amusing  one , will repeat the game  (bowling and  mini 

scrabble : 74,3% e 45,5%. Very cautios too for the same reason . 

  

Conclusion with  caution :  proportions  referred to dice game are similar to the ones of bowling   
(except  for ANGRY) where the desire to repeat is more important in bowling game  →has to do with 

feeling competent? Desire to repeat has to do agonism,excitement as in bowling? 

 Differences by SEX in DICE game: MALES get ANGRY much more (double) than FEMALE –and they get 

amused, excitement especially in esperimental group with price 

 further analysis  about sex differences not possible now, (sample too small)  
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Percentuale di bambini che vogliono ripetere il gioco nonostante sia quello in cui si 
sono arrabbiati di più 



LESS AMUSING GAME 
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Quale gioco ti ha divertito di meno? 

Male Female



FEELING COMPETENT 
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In quale gioco ti sei sentito-a bravo-a, capace ? 

Male Female



«Roll the dice!» 

Emotional Aspect 

 They repeat a dice game session to feel competent, to 

learn and to get better with some more training  and a 

little luck. 

 We observe their cognitive distortions: do they lead to 

desired results? (Magical thinking). 

 We analyze with them their sensations and thoughts 

after each session of dice game compared to skill and 

collaborative games. 

 

 

 



“I got angry in dice game because I lost, but 

I would like to try again. I dream to become 

the winner, just to own the prize”. 

(Tommaso, 11y) 



“It’s a fundamental idea to explain random 

events”. (Luck explanation by Sophia, 9y) 
 



“We are happy he won because he never gets good 

results in others actives. He never wins”.  

(About Said, 9y – child with Asperger diagnosis) 



«Why getting angry, it’s a game, we are used 

to gamble with dice within our family. We 

have fun!». (Aamir, 10y) 

 



Secondary School   

Methods: 
 In secondary school we took into consideration not only cognitive 

improvement ì, that was confirmed while retesting the video of Lucky 
project (R. Ladouceur, Capitanucci & al. 2009), but also the emotional 
differences towards gambling attitude, during the focus group and 
through video creation. We are now working to a new instrument of 
assessment. 

 It was important to verify the need of a continuous reinforcement and 
the possibility to reproduce this intervention in the future without 
professionals, according to a better cost-benefits balance, using a 
validated tool with evidence based efficacy. 

  

 5 schools: 160 students of 8 classes. 

 80 females  

 80 males  

Average age: 11,31 years old. 

 

 



 

 Change and correct erroneous beliefs about luck. 

 Early preventive intervention. 

 Importance of reinforce and strenghten the message with 
ongoing training measures both in primary and secondary schools. 
 

 

 Research & project in the future: 

• To carry out a new research with a wider statistic sample 

• To observe the gambling sessions in the young people 

• To measure gambling impact on young people, 

• To analyze the non-gambler young people (Protective factors). 

 
 

Conclusions: 



 Our results may give a contribution to a better 

understanding in gambling prevention programs for 

children and young adolescent, giving some new hints for 

further research in developing new evidence based and 

affordable  prevention projects. 

The future: 



 VIDEO VINCITORI 



Vogliamo giocare,  

ma senza azzardare. 

(e magari studiare!) 

 

 

We would to play, 

but not to gamble. 

(and maybe to study!) 

 

 

 

 




